Book Launch

**Plural Entanglements: Philippine Studies**

Area Studies is a contentious field where debates on its colonial roots, scholars’ perspectives and positionality, and its directions occasionally arise. In this online launch of "Plural Entanglements: Philippine Studies", anthropologist Dr. DOCOT will discuss these debates and the inclusive values of the book published by Ateneo de Manila University Press, while Dr. BARRETT-TESORO will present an innovative chapter using Indigenous perspectives to advance a decolonial approach in Asian studies.

**2023. 7.20 [Thu.]**

4:00 pm - 5:30 pm

**Venue**

Zoom Webinar

**Language**

English with simultaneous Japanese translation

**Contact**

tokyo.college.event@tc.u-tokyo.ac.jp

---

**SATO Jin**

Professor, Institute for Advanced Studies on Asia, The University of Tokyo

**Dada DOCOT**

Postdoctoral Fellow, Tokyo College, The University of Tokyo

**Grace BARRETT-TESORO**

Director, Archaeological Studies Program, University of the Philippines

---

Tokyo College aims to generate new knowledge to contribute to the creation of an inclusive society and spark deeper public engagement with the University.